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the first re-scanning of the pristine elements began on 3 october
2015 (tos: season 1 dvd edition, 3 september 2014) for the 2-disc

"high definition" edition set of the episode guides. [36] the set
features both the original 2. on 10 july 2008, paramount home
entertainment issued a press release for a new, re-mastered

version of star trek ii: the wrath of khan blu-ray. in an interview
with the new york times, film director nicholas meyer explained

that a number of problems with the film were discovered during re-
mastering, including a significant problem with the print itself, that
had no practical solution. [5] meyer also explains that they have
been able to rescue a number of deleted scenes and extras from
the printed film negative. one deleted scene involves dialogue

between mr. spock and kirk in the transporter room, that has not
appeared in previous versions. the scene is considered a homage

to the original star trek episode charlie x. in the original film, kirk is
explaining the origin of the khan and mr. spock, before his forced
departure to genesis. there were significant lighting problems on

the original print, due to the optical printer being set up in the
wrong location, and the film was shot in a day or two under difficult
conditions. the new positive was scanned onto the identical optical
disc negative, where the optical printer has been relocated to the

correct place, and the film has been re-timed. in the original film, a
long section of the front of the print was not exposed, but was

rebuilt from the original lab negative. ( amazon.com link )
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